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Editors for visual languages should provide a user-friendly environment supporting end users in the
composition of visual sentences in an eﬀective way. Syntax-aware editors are a class of editors that
prompt users into writing syntactically correct programs by exploiting information on the visual
language syntax. In particular, they do not constrain users to enter only correct syntactic states
in a visual sentence. They merely inform the user when visual objects are syntactically correct.
This means detecting both syntax and potential semantic errors as early as possible and providing
feedback on such errors in a non-intrusive way during editing. As a consequence, error handling
strategies are an essential part of such editing style of visual sentences.
In this work, we develop a strategy for the construction of syntax-aware visual language editors
by integrating incremental subsentence parsers into free-hand editors. The parser combines the
LR-based techniques for parsing visual languages with the more general incremental Generalized
LR parsing techniques developed for string languages. Such approach has been proﬁtably exploited
for introducing a noncorrecting error recovery strategy, and for prompting during the editing the
continuation of what the user is drawing.
Keywords: Visual language parsing, error-handling, syntax-aware editing.
1 Introduction
In recent years much eﬀort has been devoted to the development of tools as-
sisting the designer in the speciﬁcation and implementation of visual environ-
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and diﬃcult problems, including the deﬁnition of the syntax and semantics
of a graphical language, the speciﬁcation of commands for editing, analyzing,
and interpreting the rendering of diagrams on the screen, etc.
Several researchers have exploited visual language grammars to model the
syntax of visual notations, and compiler generators to derive tools capable of
processing them. However, there are many methods for implementing visual
notations that are not based on rigorous syntactic or semantic modeling. They
do not use parsing techniques to analyze their input drawings, but they rather
implement visual notations by constructing a dedicated visual editor enforcing
a syntax-directed paradigm. This means that the tool maintains an internal
semantic model of a diagram being edited, and checks the consistency of the
model at every editing step. Editing actions leading to inconsistent states
are rejected. Although this prevents the user from drawing syntactically or
semantically incorrect diagrams, it constraints the editing process, and po-
tentially reduces user capability to abstractly reason about the drawings s/he
wants to compose. In fact, the user often produces a correct target drawing
by composing and manipulating several incorrect intermediate versions of it.
Moreover, syntax-directed editing is uncomfortable when the user needs to
perform restructuring actions, which frequently occur when sketching design
diagrams for several application domains. Consequently, the syntax-directed
interaction paradigm is more suitable for beginners who are learning how to
use a new visual notation. Conversely, free-hand editing allows incomplete
and incorrect sketches to be drawn, postponing the diagram checking phase.
The order in which a diagram is drawn is not important, providing complete
freedom during diagram creation. This turns out to be more comfortable for
expert programmers, since they would like to be free to manipulate graphical
objects without any interference due to the syntax-directed nature of the ed-
itor, invoking the parser only when they request it. The analyzer informs the
user about any errors it ﬁnds during parsing and semantic processing.
A class of editors combining the positive aspects of both the approaches
above is that of syntax-aware editors. Such editors prompt users into writing
syntactically correct sentences. This class of editors is a compromise between
the other two classes and as such it does not prevent users from entering
incorrect syntactic states in a sentence. However, it informs him/her when
objects are syntactically correct. Thus, the editor should make use of semantic
as well as syntactic information in an attempt to provide high assistance to
the user. This means detecting both syntactic and potential semantic errors as
early as possible. As a consequence, error handling strategies are an essential
part of the syntax-aware editing style of visual sentences.
In this paper we propose a parsing technique for the construction of visual
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language editors supporting the syntax-aware editing style. The generated
editors support the editing of visual sentences in free-hand style. Moreover,
the underlying parsers incrementally analyze the sentences while they are en-
tered, providing an immediate feedback to the user by highlighting correct and
incorrect subsentences, and oﬀering additional support in the construction of
the sentences. In particular, during the generation of an editor the parsing
technique stores information that the editor exploits to suggest the user how
to construct the visual sentence in an easier and more eﬀective way.
The approach is based on eXtended Positional Grammars (XPGs) and on a
parsing technique for recognizing visual subsentences. The former is a powerful
grammar formalism for modeling a broad class of visual languages, whereas
the new parsing methodology is based on the incremental and pseudo-parallel
version of Tomita’s parsing algorithm [11] developed for string languages, and
the LR-based parsing technique introduced in [7]. In particular, we have
developed an algorithm for non-deterministic incremental subsentence parsing,
and combined two of them for the construction of a bidirectional subsentence
parser to start the parsing process from an arbitrary input symbol. Such
parser has been proﬁtably exploited for noncorrecting error recovery of visual
sentences, and for prompting the continuation of what the user is drawing.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related approaches.
Section 3 describes the main characteristics of the XPG grammar formalism,
and shows a technique for the parsing of visual subsentences of languages
modeled through XPGs. Section 4 illustrates how the parser can be used to
implement noncorrecting syntax error recovery and to prompt next symbols
during the editing process. Finally, conclusions and further researches are
discussed in Section 5.
2 Related Work
To overcome the limitations of both the free-hand and the syntax-directed
editing style several approaches have been proposed.
The intelligent diagram metaphor is a recent metaphor in which the editor
parses the diagram as it is being constructed, while performing error correction
and collecting geometric constraints that capture the relationships between di-
agram components. This metaphor is supported by the editors generated with
the visual programming environment generator Penguins [3]. In such editors
the diagrams are created in free form and in any order. During diagram manip-
ulation objects in the diagram can be moved or resized while the constraint
solver maintains the semantics by preserving the geometric constraints be-
tween the diagram components. Penguins leverages a constraint solver that is
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able to maintain arbitrary linear arithmetic constraints necessary for geometric
error correction and diagram manipulation. The error correction mechanism
used in Penguins is based on the concept of the geometric distance between
sentences. By computing the geometrically closest sentence that belongs to
the language, an incorrect sentence can be automatically corrected by chang-
ing attribute values of the graphical symbols.
The issue of incorporating both editing the free-hand and the syntax-
directed editing modes into one editor has also been analyzed by Ko¨th and
Minas in [8]. They propose the hypergraph grammars for the speciﬁcation of
visual languages, and graph transformation rules for adding syntax-directed
editing to the free-hand editing mode. In particular, after each editing opera-
tion the corresponding transformation rules modify the internal hypergraph,
which is then reparsed to indicate the correctness and to create a valid lay-
out. The approach implemented into DiaGen also contains an error-recovering
strategy with immediate feedback to the user [10].
In GenGED the syntax speciﬁcation of visual models is the basis for the
conﬁguration of a visual environment for syntax-directed or free-hand editing
[2]. In particular, a syntax grammar is used to specify the editing command
(i.e., rules are deﬁned for modiﬁcation, deletion, etc. of graphical elements),
whereas a parse grammar is used to deﬁne a parser that tries to recognize the
edited diagrams. These speciﬁcations based on algebraic graph transformation
allow comprehensive editing and analysis of visual sentences.
An error handling strategy for the parsing algorithm based on atomic re-
lational grammars has been proposed by Tuovinen [14]. In particular, the
error recovery techniques aim at enabling the parser to continue processing
the input in spite of syntactic errors rather than correcting the errors. The
error handling strategy has been implemented into the Vilpert system [13], an
object-oriented framework for implementing visual languages in Java.
The approach proposed in this paper allows us to include interactivity
into a free-hand editor similarly to what has been done in [3]. However it
does not take into account the problem of maintaining consistency between
the symbols during their manipulation. On the other hand, our error handling
strategy attempts to ﬁnd as many errors in the input as possible, similarly to
Tuovinen’s and Minas’s approaches, and does not take in consideration their
correction. Moreover, another important aspect of our approach, not treated
by the previous quoted tools, is to assist the user in the composition of the
visual sentences.
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3 Visual Subsentence Recognition
In this section we illustrate the main characteristics of the eXtended Positional
Grammars (XPG, for short), and the incremental and generalized XpLR tech-
nique for parsing visual subsentences modeled through XPGs [6].
3.1 Modeling Visual Languages with XPG
In order to represent visual sentences, the XPG formalism uses an attribute-
based approach [7]. In this approach a sentence is conceived as a set of at-
tributed symbols. The values of the syntactic attributes are determined by
the relationships holding among the symbols. Thus, a sentence is speciﬁed by
combining symbols with relations. As an example, a state transition diagram
could be speciﬁed by providing the symbols representing nodes and edges, and
the relations between them. In particular, the syntactic attribute to express
the attachment relation between the borderline of a node and the end point
of edges can be represented by an “attaching region” on that node.
More formally, an Extended Positional Grammar is the pair (G, PE), where
PE is a positional evaluator, and G is a particular type of context-free string
attributed grammar (N, T∪POS, S, P) where:
• N is a ﬁnite non-empty set of non-terminal symbols;
• T is a ﬁnite non-empty set of terminal symbols, with N∩T=∅;
• POS is a ﬁnite set of binary relation identiﬁers, with POS∩N=∅ and POS∩T=∅;
• S∈N denotes the starting symbol ;
• P is a ﬁnite non-empty set of productions of the following format:
A → x1R1x2R2 . . . xm−1Rm−1xm,∆,Γ
where A is a non-terminal symbol, x1R1x2R2 . . . xm−1Rm−1xm is a linear
representation with respect to POS where each xi is a symbol in N∪T and
each Rj is partitioned in two sub-sequences
(〈RELh1j1 , . . . , RELhkjk 〉, 〈REL
hk+1
jk+1
, . . . , RELhnjn 〉) with 1 ≤ k ≤ n
Each RELhiji relates syntactic attributes of xj+1 with syntactic attributes
of xj−hi , with 0≤hi<j. In the rest of the paper, we will denote REL01
simply as REL1. The relation identiﬁers in the ﬁrst sub-sequence of an
Rj are called driver relations, whereas the ones in the second sub-sequence
are called tester relations. Driver relations are used during syntax analysis
to determine the next vsymbol to be scanned, whereas tester relations are
used to check whether the last scanned vsymbol (terminal or non-terminal)
is properly related to previously scanned vsymbols. We refer to the driver
(tester, resp.) relations of Rj with driver(Rj) (tester(Rj), resp.).
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∆ is a set of rules used to synthesize the values of the syntactic attributes
of A from those of x1, x2,. . .,xm.
Γ is a set of triples (Nj, Condj, ∆j)j=1,..,t, t≥0, used to dynamically insert
new symbols in the input visual sentence during the parsing process. In
particular,
· Nj is a terminal symbol to be inserted in the input visual sentence;
· Condj is a pre-condition to be veriﬁed in order to insert Nj;
· ∆j is the rule used to compute the values of the syntactic attributes of Nj
from those of x1,. . ., xm.
Informally, a Positional Evaluator PE is a materialization function that
transforms a linear representation into the corresponding visual sentence in the
attribute-based representation and/or graphical representation. The attribute-
based representation of a visual sentence is a list of all the objects forming the
sentence together with the values of their syntactic attributes.
The language described by an XPG, L(XPG), is the set of the visual sen-
tences from the starting symbol S of XPG.
For each relation it is possible to specify a semantically opposed relation.
In particular, let REL1 and REL2 be two relation identiﬁers, if x REL1 y and
y REL2 x hold for the same pairs of symbols x and y then REL2 is the inverse
relation of REL1 and vice versa. In the following, we denote with inv(R) the
inverse relation of R. It is worth noting that for reﬂexive relations it happens
that inv(R)=R. A reverse grammar with respect to a XPG G=((N, T ∪
POS, S, P), PE), denoted with rev(G), is an XPG G′=((N, T ∪ POS′, S, P′),
PE), where POS′=inv(POS) and P′ is deﬁned as in [6]. Note that L(G) is
equivalent to L(rev(G)) for each XPG grammar G.
In the following we show an example of XPG grammar modeling the data
ﬂow diagram language. Let DFD be the name of the grammar, the set of
nonterminals is N = {DataFD, Node}, where each symbol has one attaching
region as syntactic attribute, and DataFD is the starting symbol of DFD, i.e.
S = DataFD. The set of terminals is given by T = {PROCESS, STORE, EN-
TITY, EDGE, PLACEHOLD}. The terminal symbols PROCESS, STORE
and ENTITY have one attaching region as syntactic attribute. They repre-
sent, the processing step node, the data store (or data source) node, and the
externally entity node, respectively, of a data ﬂow diagram. The terminal
symbol EDGE has two attaching points as syntactic attributes corresponding
to the start and end points of the edge. Finally, PLACEHOLD is a ﬁctitious
terminal symbol to be dynamically inserted in the input sentence during the
parsing process. It has one attaching region as syntactic attribute.
In Figure 1, each attaching region is represented by a bold line and is
identiﬁed by the number 1, whereas the two attaching points of EDGE are
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represented by bullets and are identiﬁed each by a number.
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Fig. 1. The terminals for the grammar DFD.
The set of relations is given by POS = {LINKh,k, any}, where the re-
lation identiﬁer any denotes a relation that is always satisﬁed between any
pair of symbols, whereas the relation identiﬁer LINKi,j is deﬁned as: “a sym-
bol x is in relation with a symbol y iﬀ attaching point i of x is connected to
attaching point j of y”, and will be denoted as i j to simplify the notation.
Moreover, we use the notation h k when describing the absence of a connec-
tion between two attaching areas h and k. Notice that inv(h k)=k h. The
set of productions for DFD and rev(DFD) follow.
(1)  DataFD o  PROCESS 
           ': (DataFD1 =  PROCESS1)
(2)  DataFD o  DataFD'  ¢¢1_1²,¢1_2²²  EDGE 2_1  Node 
          ': (DataFD1 = DataFD'1 – EDGE1)
          *: {(PLACEHOLD; true;
                    PLACEHOLD1 = Node1 – EDGE2)}
(3)  DataFD o  DataFD'  ¢¢1_2²,¢1_1²²  EDGE 1_1  Node 
         ': (DataFD1 = DataFD'1 – EDGE2)     
         *: {(PLACEHOLD; true;
                   PLACEHOLD1 = Node1 – EDGE1)}
(4)  DataFD o  DataFD' ¢any²PLACEHOLD 
         ': (DataFD1 = DataFD'1 PLACEHOLD1)
(5)  Node o  Node'  ¢¢1_1²,¢1_2²²  EDGE 
         ': (Node1 = Node'1 – EDGE2)
(6)  Node o  Node'  ¢¢1_2²,¢1_1²² EDGE 
         ': (Node1 = Node'1 – EDGE1)
(7)  Node o  STORE 
         ': (Node1 = STORE1)
(8)  Node o  PROCESS 
         ': (Node1 = PROCESS1)
(9) Node o  ENTITY 
         ': (Node1 = ENTITY1)
(10) Node o  PLACEHOLD 
         ': (Node1 = PLACEHOLD1)
(1’)  DataFD  o  PROCESS 
           ': (DataFD1 =  PROCESS1)
(2’)  DataFD  o  Node 1_2 EDGE  ¢¢1_1²,¢2_1²²  DataFD'  
          ': (DataFD1 = DataFD'1 – EDGE1)
          *: {(PLACEHOLD; true;
                    PLACEHOLD1 = Node1 – EDGE2)}
(3’)  DataFD  o  Node 1_1 EDGE  ¢¢2_1²,¢1_1²²  DataFD'  
          ': (DataFD1 = DataFD'1 – EDGE2)
          *: {(PLACEHOLD; true;
                    PLACEHOLD1 = Node1 – EDGE1)}
(4’)  DataFD o  PLACEHOLD ¢any² DataFD' 
         ': (DataFD1 = PLACEHOLD1 DataFD'1)
(5’)  Node o  EDGE ¢¢1_1²,¢2_1²²  Node' 
         ': (Node1 = Node'1 – EDGE2)
(6’)  Node o  EDGE ¢¢2_1²,¢1_1²² Node' 
         ': (Node1 = Node'1 – EDGE1)
(7’)  Node o  STORE 
         ': (Node1 = STORE1)
(8’)  Node o  PROCESS 
         ': (Node1 = PROCESS1)
(9’) Node  o  ENTITY 
         ': (Node1 = ENTITY1)
(10’) Node o  PLACEHOLD 
         ': (Node1 = PLACEHOLD1)
Notice that Node1 = Node
′
1−EDGE1 indicates set diﬀerence and is to be
interpreted as follows: “the attaching area 1 of Node has to be connected to
whatever is attached to the attaching area 1 of Node′ except for the attaching
point 1 of EDGE”. Moreover, the notation |Node1| indicates the number of
connections to the attaching area 1 of Node. Notice that the superscripts are
used to distinguish diﬀerent occurrences of the same symbol. According to
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these rules, a Data Flow Diagram is deﬁned as
• a processing step node (production 1) or, recursively, as
• a DFD connected to a node through an outgoing (production 2) or incoming
(production 3) edge.
A node can be either a node connected to an outgoing (production 5) or
incoming (production 6) edge, or a processing step node (production 7), or
a data store node (production 8), or an entity (production 9). The need for
productions 4 and 10 will be clariﬁed in the following.
Figures 2(a-i) show the steps to reduce a data ﬂow diagram through the
extended positional grammar DFD shown above. In particular, dashed ovals
indicate the handles to be reduced, and their labels indicate the productions to
be used. The reduction process starts by applying production 1 to a processing
step node. This causes the terminal PROCESS to be reduced to the non-
terminal DataFD. Due to the ∆ rule of production 1, DataFD inherits all the
connections of PROCESS. Similarly, the application of production 8 replaces a
PROCESS of Figure 2(a) with the non-terminal Node. Figure 2(b) shows the
resulting visual sentential form, and highlights the handle for the application
of production 2. The symbols DataFD, EDGE, and Node are then reduced
to the new non-terminal DataFD. Due to the ∆ rule of production 2, the new
DataFD is connected to all the remaining edges attached to the old DataFD.
Moreover, due to the Γ rule a new node PLACEHOLD is inserted in the input,
and it is connected to all the remaining edges attached to the old Node.
After the application of productions 8, 9 and 2 the visual sentential form
reduces to the one shown in Figure 2(d). Then, production 4 reduces the
non-terminals DataFD and PLACEHOLD to a new non-terminal DataFD.
By applying the ∆ rule of production 4, the new DataFD inherits all the
connections of PLACEHOLD (see Figure 2(e)). The subsequent application
of productions 3, 4, 10, 2, and 4 reduces the original state transition diagram
to the starting symbol in Figure 2(h), conﬁrming that the visual sentence
associated to the initial data ﬂow diagram belongs to the visual language
L(DFD).
3.2 An Incremental Subsentence Parser for Visual Languages
Parsers based on XPGs are an extension of LR parsing, named XpLR parsing
[7]. A peculiarity of XpLR parsers is its scanning of the input in a non-
sequential way (driven by the relations used in the grammar). However, this
increases the occurrence of parsing conﬂicts. Indeed, an XpLR parser suf-
fers from the same drawbacks as any other deterministic table-driven parser:
the language grammar must be unambiguous and conform to the limitations
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Fig. 2. The reduction process for a data ﬂow diagram.
of the particular table-generation algorithm, which, in many cases, is quite
restrictive and requires signiﬁcant “grammar-hacking”. Moreover, an XpLR
parser as deﬁned in [7] does not provide any feedback while the user composes
a sentence. In many cases this is not desirable since a visual environment
needs to be interactive in order to make the user comfortable with its use. In
order to give immediate feedback to the user, a visual interactive environment
requires the use of incremental parsing methods. To this aim, in the follow-
ing we introduce an incremental and generalized version of the XpLR parser
for recognizing visual subsentences, namely X-Parser, which is based on the
Generalized LR parsing (GLR) [11,12].
GLR parsing is a technique for parsing arbitrary context-free grammars
that utilizes conventional LR table construction methods. Unlike determinis-
tic parsers, however, a GLR parser permits these tables to contain conﬂicts.
The conﬂicts are successfully handled by using a graph-structured stack and
by representing the possible parse tree in a compact way (the packed shared
parse forest). Additionally, GLR permits a syntactically ambiguous gram-
mar speciﬁcation, which is necessary because the syntax of many languages,
included the visual ones, falls outside the LR(k) class of languages.
The components of an X-parser are shown in Figure 3 and are detailed in
the following.
The input to the incremental parser is a dictionary storing the attribute-
based representation of the modiﬁed visual sentence as produced by the visual
editor, a parse forest and a graph stack built on the original visual sentence.
The parser matches the modiﬁed visual sentence with the yield of the parse
forest, restructures the parse forest on the base of the modiﬁcations, and
updates the graph stack. The match is accomplished by retrieving the objects
in the dictionary through the Fetch Symbol function driven by the relations
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action goto next 



















Fig. 3. The architecture of an X-parser.
in the grammar.
The graph stack has more than one stack top (usually visualized by circles).
The operations of Splitting, Combining and Local Ambiguity Packing avoid an
exponential growth of the stack during the parsing process [12]. For a highly
ambiguous grammar, many parse trees might be generated for the input. The
packed shared parse forest allows to share common subtrees, and to pack
vertices whose parse subtrees describe the same portion of input and lead to
the same state.
An XpLR parsing table (see Figure 4) is composed by a set of rows and is
divided into three main sections: action, goto, and next. Each row corresponds
to a parser state and is composed of a set of one or more sub-rows. The action
and goto sections are similar to the ones used in the LR parsing tables for
string languages [1], while the next section is used by the parser to select the
next symbol to be processed. An entry next [k] for a state sk contains the pair
(Rdriver, x), which drives the parser in selecting the next symbol (derivable
from x) by using the sequence of driver relations Rdriver.
The special entries (start, S) and (end, EOI) are used to retrieve the
ﬁrst symbol to be parsed and to check whether the whole input sentence has
been parsed, respectively. The action and goto entries are named conditioned
actions and have the format “Rtester: state” and “Rtester: shift state”, respec-
tively, where Rtester is a possibly empty sequence of tester relations. A shift or
goto action is executed only if all the relations in Rtester are true, or if Rtester
is empty.
The X-parser permits XpLR parsing tables to contain conﬂicts: when a
state transition is multiply deﬁned, the parser simply forks multiple parsers
to follow each possibility. The algorithms for the construction of an XpLR
parsing table are based on the notion of item [1]. An XpLR item of an extended
positional grammar is a production without the ∆ and Γ rules, and with a dot
at some position of the right-hand-side. However, a dot can never be placed
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between a relation identiﬁer and the terminal or non-terminal symbol to its
right [5].
St.   Action    Goto NEXT
PROCESS STORE ENTITY EDGE PLACEHOLD EOI DataFD Node 
0 :sh2      :1  (start, DataFD) 
1
   1 2_ : sh3     
(1_1, EDGE)  
2    1_1: sh4     (1_2, EDGE) 
3     :sh5    (any, PLACEHOLD) 
1
4      acc   (end, EOI) 
2 r1 r1 r1 r1 r1 r1   - 
3 :sh11 :sh10 :sh12  :sh13   :6 (2_1, Node) 
4 :sh11 :sh10 :sh12  :sh13   :7 (1_1, Node) 
5 r4 r4 r4 r4 r4 r4   - 
1
   1 2_ : sh8     
(1_1, EDGE)  
2    1_1: sh9     (1_2, EDGE) 
6
3 r2 r2 r2 r2 r2 r2   - 
1
   1 2_ : sh8     
(1_1, EDGE)  
2    1_1: sh9     (1_2, EDGE) 
7
3 r3 r3 r3 r3 r3 r3   - 
8 r5 r5 r5 r5 r5 r5   - 
9 r6 r6 r6 r6 r6 r6   - 
10 r7 r7 r7 r7 r7 r7   - 
11 r8 r8 r8 r8 r8 r8   - 
12 r9 r9 r9 r9 r9 r9   - 
13 r10 r10 r10 r10 r10 r10   - 
Fig. 4. The XpLR parsing table for DFD grammar.
Figures 5(a-e) show the application of the X-parsing algorithm during the
composition of a data ﬂow diagram. In particular, the top portion of each
ﬁgure visualizes the partial sentences created during the editing, while the
bottom portions show the corresponding parse shared forests. The shaded
regions highlight the subtrees recovered from the previous parsing execution.




























DataFDPH = PLACEHOLD 
Fig. 5. Incremental parsing of a data ﬂow diagram.
In our approach the parsing algorithm is invoked by the editor as the
visual sentence is modiﬁed, and it is immediately possible to tell whether
the sentence edited so far is partially or completely accepted, just by looking
at the parser state. However, it is worth noting that in the LR parsing of
visual languages it is diﬃcult to establish from which symbol of a sentence
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the parsing process has to start. In fact, the parsing of a DFD with an X-
parser starts always looking for a PROCESS symbol since, in the grammar,
it is the ﬁrst reachable symbol from the starting non-terminal DataFD. This
limitation prevents the parser from the possibility to recognize portions of
correct sentences, and consequently prevents the editor to assist the user in the
sentence composition. To this aim, the parsing algorithm has to be modiﬁed
to overcome the diﬃculty of starting the parsing process from any symbol of
a visual sentence.
In [6] it has been introduced an algorithm that allows any element of the
input to be considered as the starting one and, at the same time, assures that
the parsing process is not compromised. The idea is to use two parsers that
proceed in parallel, scanning the input sentence in opposite directions from
an arbitrary starting symbol, as shown in Figure 6.




























    Joint stack node  
Fig. 6. The architecture of a bidirectional X-parser.
The forward and backward parser stacks can be considered as only one
graph stack expanding to the right and to the left, and with two types of
nodes: simple stack node and joint stack node. The latter encloses a bipartite
graph whose elements are simple stack nodes from forward and backward
parsers. Each stack node includes information on the state reached by the
parser, the last terminal parsed, and a pointer to a node in the packed shared
forest. The incremental parser must control that the rendezvous operation
can be applied before reusing a subtree. Moreover, the reintroduction of the
terminals is local to the couple of forward and backward parsers that execute
the rendezvous.
In particular, the algorithm creates the XpLR parsing tables for the orig-
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inal XPG grammar G and for its reverse version rev(G). For each state in G
(rev(G), resp.) reachable after the occurrence of the starting symbol the algo-
rithm starts an incremental X-parser, named forward (backward, resp.). The
forward parsers may interact with the backward parsers only when a parser
tries to reduce a production. In this case, that parser waits for a rendezvous,
i.e., an opposite parser attempting to apply the reverse version of the same
reduction (and the parsers have parsed diﬀerent symbols).
A sentence w is recognized by the bidirectional parser if there exist a
backward parser B and a forward parser F such that:
(1) each symbol of w is visited by only one of the two parsers, except the
starting one that is visited by both, and,
(2) if s1 = xw1 and s2 = xw2 are the subsentences recognized by B and F ,
respectively, then w = inv(w1) x w2. Notice that x corresponds to the
symbol from which the parsing starts.
4 Using Bidirectional X-Parsers for Syntax-Aware Edit-
ing of Visual Sentences
In this section we show how to use the bidirectional parser for implementing
noncorrecting syntax error recovery and for prompting the continuation of
what the user is drawing.
4.1 Noncorrecting Syntax Error Recovery
For our application of visual language parsing in a syntax-aware editor, if a
visual sentence fails to satisfy the rules of the language the parser must be able
to indicate the piece of input that caused the failure. Further, the parser must
be able to recover from syntactic parse errors in order to allow the parsing of
the remaining part of a sentence.
Notice that the parsing process of a visual sentence may fail
(i) when the Fetch Symbol function does not ﬁnd the requested symbol, or
(ii) when the last analyzed symbol is not properly related through the tester
relations to the previously analyzed symbols.
Moreover, as deﬁned in [14] a global parsing failure means that (1) all the
parallel parsers initiated by the arbitrary starting symbol failed, or that (2)
at least one of the parsers succeeded, but there is unprocessed input left. In
the ﬁrst case, the parser-deﬁned error is the set of input symbols causing the
parse action failures at the end of the most successful parse paths starting
from the arbitrary point. Figure 5(b) shows an example of this type of failure
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caused by the EDGE symbol. In the second case of failure, the parser-deﬁned
error is the set of extra input objects. Figure 5(d) shows a correct sentence
with an extra symbol STORE causing this type of failure. Note that there
can be several equally successful parse paths.
If the parser ﬁnds an error, it could try to correct it in order to continue
parsing. However, if the parser makes false assumptions about the kind of
error encountered then spurious errors are easily introduced.
In our approach, the parser does not make any assumption about how to
correct the error, or skip input until a trusted symbol is found. In particular,
if a parser detects a parsing failure on some symbol, the subsentence parser
can be started on an unparsed symbol to discover additional parsing failures.
As an example, the UML state diagram in Figure 7 contains a syntax error:
the two AND-states NotOn and On are not connected. Thus, if the parsing
process starts from the state High then only the state On and its substates
will be parsed. Successively, the bidirectional X-parser can be launched on

















Fig. 7. A global parsing failure in a UML state diagram.
4.2 Exploiting Parsing Information for Symbol Prompting
In the following we describe how to prompt users to insert visual symbols
during the composition of a visual sentence. The approach requires the mod-
iﬁcation of the parsing table construction algorithms in order to extract from
the XPG grammar further static information about the relations among the
grammar symbols, and the modiﬁcation of the parsing algorithm in order to
associate dynamic parsing context information to each analyzed symbol. By
joining the dynamic and static information related to an edited symbol the
parser is able to determine all the possible related symbols.
In the next subsection we introduce some preliminary deﬁnitions that will
be useful for showing the proposed method. Subsection 4.2.2 describes a sketch
of the proposed approach to suggest the continuation in the editing of visual
sentences.
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4.2.1 Preliminary deﬁnitions
In the following we introduce the notion of extended item that is used by
the proposed technique to capture information about relations between visual
symbols during the construction of the parsing table. We start by providing
some preliminary deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 4.1 Let us consider a production p of the form:
A → x1R1x2R2 . . . xm−1Rm−1xm,∆,Γ for m ≥ 1
(i) a couple (hM , kN) is a link of p if there exists a relation in p that relates
the grammar symbols M and N in p through the syntactic attributes h
and k, respectively.
(ii) a couple (hA, kN) is a tie-point of p, denoted by (hA = kN), if the
syntactic attribute h of A is synthesized from the syntactic attribute k
of N , i.e., the value of hA depends on kN .
(iii) JSET (p) denotes the set of links and tie-points associated to a produc-
tion p.
As an example, let us consider the XPG DFD presented in subsection 3.1.
The link in production 5 is (1Node, 1EDGE); the links in production 2 are
(1DataFD′, 1EDGE) and (2EDGE, 1Node). The tie-points in production
2 are (1DataFD = 1DataFD′) and (1PLACEHOLD = 1Node).
The notion of JSET for a production can be extended to the XpLR items.
This will allow us to keep track of the relations among the grammar symbols
during the construction of the set of XpLR item collections. This information
will be exploited to prompt the insertion of correct symbols during the editing
of a visual sentence.
Deﬁnition 4.2 Given an item I, the set IJSET of I, denoted by IJSET (I),
is deﬁned as follows:
• if I is the item S ′ → ·S then IJSET (I)=∅;
• if I: A → ·α then IJSET (I)=JSET (A → α) ∪ IJSET(J) where J is the
item in the same collection of items of I, such that I is obtained from the
closure on J [1];
• if I: A → αR1x ·R2β then IJSET (I) is the IJSET associated to the item
J : A → α · R1xR2β where the syntactic attributes of the grammar symbol
x are marked. A marked syntactic attribute k of a grammar symbol x is
denoted by kx .
As an example, let us consider the XPG DFD. A subset of the sets of
XpLR item collection with the associated IJSET is shown in Figure 8. In
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such ﬁgure superscripts are used to distinguish diﬀerent occurrences of the
same symbol in diﬀerent items.
State 0
   I0: S’o DataFD0,                          IJSET(I0)=
   I1: DataFD
0 o PROCESS1          IJSET(I1)={(1DataFD0 = 1PROCESS1)}
   I2: DataFD
0 o DataFD1 <<1_1>, <1_2>>  EDGE1 2_1 Node1
    IJSET(I2)={(1DataFD
1 , 1EDGE1), (2EDGE1,
1Node1), (1DataFD0 = 1DataFD1),….} 
    ………….. 
State 1
      I5: DataFD
0 o  PROCESS1          IJSET(I5)={(1DataFD0 = 1PROCESS1)}
Fig. 8. A subset of the XpLR item collection for the XPG DFD and the associated IJSETs.
Adding to each item the corresponding IJSET , we have the notion of
extended item. In particular, an extended item I is a pair [J , JS] where J is
an XpLR item and JS=IJSET (J).
4.2.2 Symbol prompting
The IJSETs keep track the possible relations between the grammar symbols,
and are exploited for prompting the possible symbols that can be related to a
particular symbol of a visual sentence. Notice that the IJSETs include infor-
mation of both driver and tester relations, diﬀerently from the next-column
entries in the parsing table where only driver relations are stored.
On the other hand, each edited symbol needs the parsing information spec-
ifying the context in which it has been recognized. In particular, during the
parsing process for each edited symbol we need to keep track of the grammar
symbols that synthesize their syntactic attributes. Thus, we associate to each
symbol T a set of couples (xGS, s) where GS is the last grammar symbol that
has synthesized the syntactic attribute x of T , and s is the state of the forward
or backward parser when the symbol GS has been processed. By analyzing
the IJSETs of the extended items set Is of the forward or backward parser
we extract the couples (xGS, yNS) and consider as symbols to be prompted
all the unmarked symbols NS.
As an example, Figure 9 shows a DFD with the reduction of a forward
parser. In such a parser the syntactic attribute 1 of PROCESS is synthesized
ﬁrst by DataFD through production 1 then by DataFD′ through production
2; whereas the syntactic attribute 1 of ENTITY is synthesized ﬁrst by the
introduced PLACEHOLD symbol through production 2 then by DataFD′
through production 4.
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The corresponding backward parser simply reduces the PROCESS sym-










Fig. 9. An example of annotated DFD reduction tree.
Thus, for such couple of forward and backward parsers the PROCESS
symbol has associated the two couples (1DataFD, 4) and (1DataFD, 1′),
whereas the couple (1DataFD, 4) is associated to the ENTITY symbol. The
symbols prompted by the forward and backward parsers on the PROCESS
symbol are determined by searching in IJSET (I4) and IJSET (I
′
1) the un-
marked symbols related to 1DataFD. As shown by the portion of extended
item sets I4 and I
′
1 in Figure 10 these symbols are 1EDGE and 2EDGE.
This means that the start point or the end point of an EDGE symbol can be
connected to the borderline of the PROCESS symbol.
State 4
I1 : [ DataFD
0o   DataFD1  ¢¢1_1²,¢1_2²²  EDGE1 2_1  Node1,
{(1DataFD1 , 1EDGE1), (2EDGE1 , 1Node1), (1DataFD0 =
1DataFD1), (1PLACEHOLD1 = 1Node1),….}] 
I2 : [ DataFD
0o  DataFD1  ¢¢1_2²,¢1_1²²  EDGE1 1_1  Node1,
{(1DataFD1 , 2EDGE1), (1EDGE1 , 1Node1), (1DataFD0 =
1DataFD1), (1PLACEHOLD1 = 1Node1),….}] 
I3 : [ DataFD
0o  DataFD1 ¢any²PLACEHOLD1,
{(1DataFD1 , 2EDGE1), (1EDGE1 , 1Node1), (1DataFD0 =
1DataFD1), (1PLACEHOLD1 = 1Node1),….}] 
……
State 1’
I’1 :  [S  o  DataFD0  ,  {}]
Fig. 10. A portion of extended item sets I4 and I
′
1.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a strategy for constructing syntax-aware visual language
editors. The approach relies on the grammar formalism of XPGs and an in-
cremental LR-based subsentence parsing technique. Once integrated into a
visual editor, the parser is able to provide immediate feedback to the users
during the composition of visual sentences by highlighting correct and incor-
rect subsentences, and oﬀering additional support in the construction of the
sentences. Indeed, such approach has been exploited for introducing a non-
correcting error recovery strategy, and for prompting during the editing the
continuation of what the user is drawing.
In order to prove the eﬀectiveness of the presented strategy, also from a
usability point of view, we are extending the VLDesk system [4] to support
the proposed syntax-aware editing style. Moreover, besides the development
of eﬀective graphical interaction of error handling and symbol prompting, an
important issue to be addressed in future work is the capability of prompting
symbols that corrects the parse failure identiﬁed.
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